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ABSTRACT

The formal theory of nuclear reactions leads to any of a niunije"
of alternative representations for describing resonance behavior.
None of these is satisfactory for applications, and, depending on the
problem to be addressed, approximate expressions are used. The
specializations and approximations found to be most useful by
evaluators are derived from R-matrix theory and are discussed from the
viewpoint of convenience in numerical calculations. Finally, we
Illustrate the application of the thaory by reviewing a particular;
example: the spin-separated neutron-induced cross sections of U in
the resolved and unresolved resonance regions and the use of these
results in the U.S. evaluated nuclear data file ENDF/B.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Requirements of frpe resonance treatment for application.

It can be estimated that any code which provides an accurate and
detailed treatment of resonance cross sections for reactor calcula-
tions spends the largest fraction of time on the resolved and unre-
solved resonance region. For gxatnple, in 1973 Hwang [1] noted that
the then current version of MC , a code that oaloulated multigroup
cross sections from the ENDF/B library, required H5 minutes of running
time on an IBM-360/75 computer for a typloal fast roaotor problem, and
that 90J of the time was spent on the resolved resonance region alone.
In this paper, Hwang described revised calculational methods used In
an option for approximating the resonance treatment for routine
calculations. This option was to be Incorporated in a second version
of MC that resulted in significant tine savings (up to a facto." of
100 for the resolved range). This example is olted to show the
importance of using approximate methods whenever possible. Approx-
imate treatments are based on use of psi and chi-funotions (con-
volutions of a Doppler function, represented by a Gaussian, with a
Ereit-Wigner line shape). These are also known as Voigt profiles; see
Hwang's 1969 review [2] and material in this series to be covered by
Frohner [33. If a resonance parameterization can be cast In the form

of a 3u-erposltion of symmetric and asymmetric Brelt-Wgner profiles
with ren coefficients, and if one can use the psi-chl approximations
for Doppler broadening of these resonances, then the calculations can
be done reasonably efficiently. If one or both of thise approxi-
mations is not adequate, then one must reurt to kernel broadening of
tabulated cross sections; the most efficient technique is perhaps that
described by Cullen and Weisbin [14], which requires a factor of 5 to 7
longer In computation tine.

The important point to be made la that resonance treatments a>.st
be kept simple, commensurate with the accuracy required of the calcu-
lation to be performed. All methods involve approximations of one
form or another. The evaluated data set is based on one or more ex-
perimental measurements; the best of these measurements are approxi-
: ate representations of the nuclear cross sections. The question the
user must answer is whether the approximate method he has chosen to
use is good enoi.Th to yield the accuracy required of the calculation.

In prirjlole, the data base consisting of the evaluated set of
neutron err>» sections should be provided with adequate detail to
permit any problea to be addressed to whatever level of accuracy is
required. In practice, the data base is a compromise, the most
important materials being given the most attention in the evaluation
process. For tne least Important materials, e.g., the heaviest
actinides, for which experimental measurements are very limited or
nonexistent, the evaluated data base might consist completely of model
calculations, based on extrapolations of average parameters, adjusted
to give agreement with whatever experimental information might exist.
Because in any practical situation the least important materials are
present in only trace amounts, it matters very little that the data
base is obviously inadequate to calculate neutronioa properties in
bulk quantities of the material. Only for & few materials is It
important to be able to treat temperature effects and calculate
Doppler coefficients accurately, to calculate resonance self shielding
In heterogeneous systems in deep pinetration situations, or to treat
accurately tne detailed energy and angular dependence of the emitted
neutron In inelastic scattering or multiple neutron emission
processes.

In short, it is neither necessary nor desirable that the reson-
ance prescription be given with the same degree of accuracy for all
materials in the evaluated data base. The simplest representation
should always be used if its use is warranted. However, the atteupt
to use a simple representation when it is unwarranted leads to prob-
lems. For example, the evaluator may include a smooth background file
of pointwise data to correct the deficiencies of an oversimplified
resonance approximation. When this "smooth background" file Is not
smooth and not small, virtually all the advantages of the oversimpli-
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fied resonance treatment are lost. The evaluator might, at this
point, consider whether a more complicated resonance prescription may
be preferred.

1.2. Limitations Inrooaed by the experimental data.

Even in cases for whiih the evaluated data base should contain
the best and most accurate representation one knows how to provide,
the evaluation is a compromise. This is so because the experimental
data on which the evaluation is based are inadequate, inconsistent,
and incompletely documented. I suspect that this holds to some extent
for integral experiments, used as a basis of comparison of eigen-
values, reactivity worths, and reaction-rate ratios in benchmark data-
testing calculations of an evaluated library, and which form the basis
for data adjustment. It is invariably true for the microscopic
cross-section measurements on which the library is based.

In a microscopic or differential measurement, one attempts to
observe the "observables" in scattering and reaction theory, i.e., to
measure, at infinite separation of a pair of nuclei, the interaction
probabilities or cross sections for a particular process to occur.
One measures the energy of the incident particle and the reaction rate
at that energy; he may measure or.e or more of several other obser-
vables: the energy of the emitted particle or particles, the angle
between the incident and emitted particle; if there are two or more
emitted particles or radiations, he may measure the angle between them
and the energy and intensity of each. He may measure the orientation
dependence of the reaction rate by polarizing or aligning ths Incident
particle and/or target nuclei.

polai
We shall consider the specific example of a polarized-neutron and
rized-target measurement on 3 U later. At this point it is

instructive to look at a typical differential measurement from the
point of view of listing the approximations and corrections that may
be involved before the evaluator ever st?s the experimental data set.
If the experiment involves a neutron-induced reaction in the resonance
range, one typically measures the count rate of the reaction as a
function of neutron time-of-flight over a known flight path, and
infers the neutron energy distribution from the time-c^-flight spec-
trum. One might also measure the pulse height or energy of one or
more of the reaction products and the angle of emission. To reduce
the count-rate data to cross-section, one also needs to measure the
neutron flux; generally this is done by placing a material whose cross
section is assumed to be known in the neutron beam, and measuring
another spectrum of reaction rate vs. time of flight. Finally, one
needs to know what the backgrounds are: these generally consist of

two components: 1) counts from sources or neutrons interacting with
materials other than the target material of interest or the flux
monitor, and 2) counts from the target material or flux monitor
arising from off-energy neutrons that may be present in the beam.
While the method of collecting background data depends on the experi-
ment, the notch-filter method is common. In the beam, one interposes
a Material that removes all the neutrons at some given energy and
perturbs the beam only slightly at other energies. He then infers the
background by observing the count rate at the energy at which the
neutron flux is zero. By using a series of notch filters, he can
infer the background at several energy points in the range of
interest.

There are several approximations and/or corrections made in the
reduction of experimental data. Only rarely is the documentation
adequate to permit an evaluator to judge between two such data sets if
they happen to disagree outside the quoted uncertainties. Typical
approximations or corrections that might be addressed are listed as
follows:

1) The neutron energy scale. Is it absolute or relative to
other work? If the energies are determined by tine-of-flight, what is
the time spread, delay, and uncertainty introduced by the neutron
moderator and by the detector? How does one best rjorreot the dis-
crepant energy scales of two or more measurements to be averaged?

2) How were the detector efficiencies and number of target atoms
in the sacplc determined and how large are potential systematic
uncertainties? If several measurements are made relative to a common
standard, are the correlated uncertainties properly treated?

3) The sample is generally not of negligible thickness; the flux
monitor In this case does not experience the same resonance self
shielding as does the average target nucleus. Has an appropriate
correction been applied to take account of the difference?

4) Multiple-scattering corrections in the sample and flux
monitor are often important but rarely discussed in detail.

5) The energy resolution associated with the measurement is
often underestimated by the experimenter; the effects of resolution
broadening of the data set are rarely studied and documented.

6) The sample temperature is never zero degrees K; the zero-
point motion of the target nuclei is dependent on the chemical
composition of the sample; and experimentalists also use approximate
methods of calculating Doppler-broadenlng corrections.
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The final point to be made in considering experimental limita-
tions on resonance prescriptions is the following: as far as
parameterizing experimental data for applications is concerned,
resonance analysis is a "black-box" procedure. The experimentalist
induces resonance interactions by allowing a neutron beam with known
characteristics to strike a sample that also has known character-
istics. He observes the interaction products and obtains a spectrum
of the reaction rate vs. energy, which he then reduces to cross-
section. He then characterizea the bumps and wiggles in the spectrum
by a set of parameters, which, when used in a prescribed equation, can
be expected to provide a more-or-less accurate representation of the
observed spectrum. He may attempt to infer, by studying the distri-
butions of the various parameters, what the properties of the nuclear
interaction might be, in order to give some phenomenologlcal means of
calculating what he is unable to observe experimentally. However, the
methods the experimentalist generally uses to reduce and analyze the
measurement, or those the evaluator uses to provide an evaluated data
base, are not very different from those used in applied computations.
All involve approximations.

2. FUNDAMENTALS

2.1. Assumptions

It is basic to nuclear reaction theory that one observes only
quantities at infinite separation; from such observations, one infers
the properties of the nuclear interaction that occurred. One funda-
mental assumption is that the nuclear interaction obeys the laws of
quantum mechanics, in particular the time-independent Sohrodinger
equation. A second is that the interaction is localized in space to
the vicinity of the interacting particles, and is representable by
some kind of collision operator. This may be a collision matrix if
any of the properties of the nuclear species observed at infinity are
changed as a result of the interaction, or a collision function if
they are net (i.e., if only elastic scattering can occur). We have
listed some of the quantities that may reveal whether changes can
occur: in addition to determining what nuclear species are involved
as a result of the interaction, one can measure the energies, angles,
and orientations of the exiting species relative to the incident ones.

The idea of associating a qualitatively different time dependence
with different types of nuclear interaction is attributed to Friedman
and Weisskopf [5], who in particular, differentiated between shape-
alastic scattering and compound-elastic scattering as examples of fast
and slow processes that could be distinguished because of the dif-
ferent time delays associated with the two processes. At the present
time, one distinguishes at least three such categories. Fast pro-
cesses generally include direct interactions, the formation and
immediate decay into the entrance channel of single particle resonance

states, Coulomb excitation if both nuclear species are charged, etc.
The second category contains intermediate processes: pre-equilibrium
decay, isobaric analogue states, doorway-hallway states. The slow
processes are generally assumed to be restricted to compound nucleus
formation fulfilling the Bohr hypothesis that the decay probabilities
are independent of the formation mechanism, and leading to sharp
resonance structure in the interaction probabilities or measured cross
sections. In actuality, one knows that this picture is oversimpli-
fied: the time spectrum of reaction processes is a continuous one.
As a result of the uncertainty principle, one can also associate the
width of observed structure with the time dependence of the process:
slow processes lead to sharp resonance structure, fast or direct
processes to slowly varying or smooth cross sections.

In this series of lectures, we have been asked to treat parti-
cularly the category of slow processes in the framework of the Jl-matrix
theory of Viigner and Eisenbud [6]. In this context, the restriction
of the treatment to two-body interactions (for which the reaction pro-
ducts observable at infinite separation consist of only a pair of
particles) or of sequences of two-body interactions is perhaps
adequate for most purposes.

All formulations of reaction theory that contain the basic common
assumptions have been shown to be equivalent, in the sense that they
are derivable from one of the general unified theories. Ir. the next
section, we shall review briefly the various approaches used to de-
monstrate this equivalency of reaction formalisms. However, at this
stage, we should like to note particularly the significant features
and relative advantages of particular reaction formalisms for reso-
nance calculations, those of Kapur and Peierls [7], Wigner and
Eisenbud [6], and Siegert, Humblet, and Rosenfeld [8,9]. At infinity,
the wave function describing the reaction consists of incoming and
outgoing waves; the radial parts are spherical Hankel functions, and
are complex. If these same functions are used to represent the inter-
action and the resonance structure, the collision matrix is found to
consist of a single-sum expansion with complex and Implicitly energy-
dependent parameters—the Kapur-Peierls formulation. Adler and
Adler [10,11] showed that separating the expansion into real and
imaginary part3 gives a real expansion that is of the same form as a
superposition of single-level terms of the formula of Breit and
Wigner [12], and that in certain cases, the parameters are approxi-
mately energy independent. This turns out to be very useful in
applications, because essentially all the methods of resonance treat-
ment in reactor applications can be used without change.

In other cases, the energy-dependent Kapur-Peierls parameter-
ization is not useful; to obtain an expansion that is both real and
energy independent, one must use Wigner and Elsenbud's R-matrix
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theory. One introduces the R-matrix as a ratio cf value and deri-
vative at the boundary between the Interaction region and the external
region, and expands the R-matrix in terns of real eigenfunctions and
over real eigenvalues. He then must perform a matrix inversion in
channel space to obtain the collision matrix expansion. What he has
bought with this procedure is simplicity in the parameterization, but
the price paid Is that the representation cannot readily be put Into a
form convenient for most calculations. Both these formulations are
most often used as "black-box" representations: the compound nucleus
is thought of as a black box and the parameters are obtained as a fit
to measured cross-section curves.

The Humblet-Rosenfeld formulation is an expansion over outgoing
waves. The parameters are complex but energy independent; there is,
however, an energy-dependent background that enters. If the expansion
is considered as a "black-box" representation, it becomes formally the
same as that of Xapur and Peierls. Its greatest strength would appear
to come if it is used as a basis of comparison of data to model calcu-
lations rather than as a black-box parameterization in Its own right,
as the elgenfunctions and eigenvalues corresponding to the decaying
states (outgoing waves) are those which one would expect to obtain as
the natural states in a calculation of quasistationary shell model
levels above a finite potential well. This connection was noted by
Weidenmuller [13] in his first paper on the shell-model theory of
nuclear reactions, and was implicit in the monograph by Mahaax and
Weidenrauller [11] on the same subject. However, this approach does
not seem to have been exploited; at about the same time, Lane and
Robson [15-17] and Toborman and Nagarajan, et al. [18,19] provided the
formalism for addressing the same problem with R-matrix theory. Re-
cently, Garola-Calderon and Peierls [20-21] reviewed the problem from
the viewpoint of the kapur-Peierls expansion.

The development of R-oatrix theory, as reviewed by Lane and
Thomas [22] is given in Appendix A. Relations to other resonance
formalisms, and in particular to the approximations used in appli-
cations, are illustrated in Appendix B.

2.2. Equlvalannv of the Formulations of Hgant.ton Theory

The earliest treatment of resonance structure in low-energy
neutron-induced reactions, in the formula given by Breic and
Wlgner [12] and by Bethe and Placzek [23-25] was based on the observed
similarity in shape of neutron resonances to that in light dispersion.
The formal theory of resonance reactions followed two approaches, 1)
the real eigenvalue expansion of the R-matrix of Wigner and
Eisenbud [6], and 2) the complex eigenvalue expansion of the collision
or S-matrix by Kapur and Peierls [7], In 1950, Llppmann and
Schwinger [26] provided an integral-equation representation of the
general two-body scattering problem, which formed the foundation for

theoretical treatments in many-body scattering theory. Although the
Lippmann-Schwinger approach rested on the same basic assumptions as
R-matrix and S-matrlx resonance theory (i.e., the validity of quantum
mechanics, the existence of a localized interaction volume, the
restriction to two-body interactions), the aim was rather different:
to provide the foundation for a variatlonal approach to nuclear re-
action theory. They developed variational principles for the col-
lision operator (S-matrix) and noted problems of unitarity in the
results, and then provided a variational method for evaluating the
reactance operator (K-matrix) and transition operator (T-matrix) that
did satisfy the unitarity requirements. It was not readily apparent
how one might reconcile the differences in approach between the
general scattering theory of Lippmann and Schwinger and the resonance
theories of Kapur-Peierls and Wigner-Eisenbud. This problem was
addressed in 1957 by Bloeh [27], who introduced a generalized boundary
operator based on a Green's function approach, showed the equivalence
to the Lippmann-Schwinger treatment, and showed that the Kapur-Peierls
and 'riigner-Eisenbud dispersion theories can be derived as consequences
of this approach in which specified boundary conditions are Imposed.

The unified reaction theory of Feshbach [28,29] is rather dif-
ferent from that of Bloch [27]. Feshbach introduced projection
operators to modiry the Hamiltonian. In effect, the projection
operator divides the configuration space into two subsets corres-
ponding to open and closed channels; one then obtains a set of coupled
equations, the solution of which gives the modified Hamiltonian. For
example, in his 1962 paper Feshbach uses the projection operator
formalism to derive the results of R-matrix theory, by choosing P, the
projection operator fcr opcr. channels, to I)-? jnity OMislue tr:e
boundary r = a, and aero inside, MacDo-iald [30-32] biioved ~-ov
Feshbaeh's th'o.-y ?ou:d ise d?-ived JVcc ifie Llppmar.n-Schwir.ge.-
integral equation for the transition matrix, and lobcooaTi £33]
recently generalized Ffishbach's theory to perult ouliidlSMsior.al
projection in configuration tpace.

In 1966, Lane and Hobaon [i5] showed hon the generalized boundary
operator Bloch [273 had introduced in 1957 could be used to derive all
the reaction theories th*»n in existence. . Tobocman i3cJ later showed
how the Bloch operator cou^d :M generalized to describe tbve.;-body
channels. In 1969, Lane arid Kobson [16,17] showed the connection be-
tveen R-matrix theory aid Kcdel calculations with a shell-iaodei
HamiKo.-iian.

3. irPROXIMMICHS

3.1. Constraints Introduced bv the Doppler-broadening treatgent

For reactor physics calculations involving neutronics calcula-
tions, all the rigorous formulations of resonance theory are found to
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be too cumbersome. This is primarily because reactor codes for
routine calculations (i.e., all except those Involving Monte-Carlo
techniques) are invariably built around a resonance treatment that
involves the use or Voigt profiles to take account of Dopple.-
broadening. These functions are defined aa follows:

•fin j i + P

_ _5_ I 2p exp[-(q
^ir / 1 +

• d p

The psi- and chi-functions are tabulated, or can be calculated
rapidly; the cross section itself is never calculated in a fine mesh
such as would be required if the convolution were to be evaluated
numerically. The treatment is an approximation; it does not preserve
reaction rates or leave a 1/v cross section invariant, as was noted by
Solbrig [35,36] and more recently by Cullen [37]. The accuracy of the
approximation has been discussed by Hinman et al. [38], and by Cullen
and Weisbin [4] who provide alternate expressions for an exact treat-
ment where it is warranted. In most cases of practical interest,
except for very low-energy resonances where the validity of the gas
model is also questionable, the approximation is adequate.

The implication is dear, however. Only those resonance repre-
sentations that can be put into a form suitable for a Boppler-broaden-
ing treatment by the use of Voigt profiles will find general accept-
ance and will be generally U3ed by the reactor community. Three of
the four formulations in Appendix B fulfill this requirement.

Using the notation of Appendix B, the total and reaction cross
sections using the iingle-level Breit-Wigner formula are written as
follows, for I = 0 neutrons:

3.2. Discussion ENDF/B

sin

and

r r
,_. IT nt »r

k (E-Ep~ + f£/A
<In these expressions, we hive simplified the formulas of t'lpendlx B
by selectiig one ievei, and by using t;:a identity 1-2 sin (>o -• cos 24
The reaction x civ. represent either fission or capture.!

One makes the identifications

q = 2(E-Ep/I"r, C = ̂ /A ,

where A = /SEkT/A is the Doppler width, with E the energy: T the
absolute temperature, A the reduced mass of the target nucleus; and k
the Boltzmann constant in this definition only. (In the cross section
equations k is the neutron wave number as defined in the appendices.)

If this is done, then the single-level Breit-Wigner formula for
the cross section, convoluted with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
assumed to represent the motion of the target nuclei at the tempera-
ture T, can be written approximately in terms of the Voigt profiles iji
and x# multiplied by factors which are only slowly energy dependent.

The approximations found to be most useful for applications in-
volving the ENDF/B data file are described in a formats and procedures
manual by Garber et al. [39]; the formulas are summarized in Appendix
J3. A revision of the resonance region portion of the manual is in
preparation [40]; some of the changes and additions are included in
Appendix B. The relations between the approximations and the formal
theory are also treated in Appendix B.

The simplest, most often encountered approximation i3 the
single-level formula given by Breit and Wigner (SLBW). When one
attempts to represent cross sections by a superposition of single-
level terms, according to the prescription given in Appendix B, he
occasionally finds that at certain energies the calculated scattering
and total cross sections become negative. This unsatisfactory
situation is often remedied by including a "smooth file" to be added
to the resonance calculation. However, de Saussure et al. [41] have
shown that for 23°n the SLBW formula is not satisfactory in a strongly
self-shielded situation; they recommend the use of the multilevel
Breit-Wigner formula introduced by Bethe and Placzek [24] (MLBU,
occasionally also called the Gregson formula [42] or the FFW formula,
having been derived by Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf [43] in con-
nection with their formulation of the optical model). The formula
takes explicit account of level-level interference; it is derived from
an amplitude-squared expression and cannot go negative; and it is
valid for <r> « D. It was shown by de Saussure et al. [41] that this
approximation gives quite satisfactory results for a description of
the resonance cross sections of ( U + n) even in strongly self-
shielded cases; these authors also provided a parameterization suit-
able for use with Voigt profiles, included in Appendix B.
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The next approximation described in Appendix B is not suitable
for Yoigt-profile broadening. In 1958, Reich and Moore [11] wrote
down an expression to be used for s-wave neutron-induced fission. The
approach uses the channel-elimination method introduced in 1952 by
Teichmann and Wigner [U5] to eliminate certain open channels uhose
off-diagonal matrix elements have random signs; this approach was
described In general by Thomas in 1955 [16]. The Reich-Moore
specialization of this approach eliminates the open radiative capture
channels to give a reduced R-matrix. The further specialization to
the case that fission does not occur leads to a reduced R-function
treatment of elastic scattering and radiative^capture that is also
known as the ML formula [11]. Use of the Reich-Moore parameterization
for fission has been discontinued in ENDF/B, primarily as a result of
the difficulties encountered with processing codes. However, it
appears that the simplicity of parameterization permitted in resonance
descriptions with higher angular momenta with the reduced R-function
or ML formula will lead to its being recommended in the future as an
acceptable ENDF/B format in spite of the processing difficulties, in
particular for isotopes In the Fe and Ni region.

Moldauer [17] and Adler and Adler [18] have provided computer
programs to convert R-matrix parameters to Kapur-Peierla parameters by
diagonalizing the level matrix (discussed in Appendix B); de Saussure
and Perez [19] showed how the same task could be accomplished by a
partial fraction expansion. The Mler-Adler formula as given in
Appendix B Is found to be a very useful representation for s-wave
neutron-induced fission, as the Doppler broadening can be accomplished
by Voigt profiles; however, for treating wide energy ranges and higher
angular momenta, such as is required for isotopes in the region of
iron and nickel, the approximation that the energy dependence of the
parameters can be Ignored appears to limit the usefulness of the
Kapur-Peierls or Adler-Adler representation. The problem of unique-
ness of R-matrix parameters has been considered by Adler and
Adler [50]; this subject is perhaps best understood by referring to a
specific example, and will be deferred to the end of the next section.

1. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF RESONANCE MEASUREMENTS:
APPLICATION TO r 3 b D + n)

38

1.1. The resolved resonances.

In this section we address specific techniques for analysis and
evaluation of the resolved and unresolved resonance region, using the
cross sections of (23% + „) as the example. There has been a great
deal of attention give.i to (235U + n), and recently there was what we
might consider a oajor breakthrough in contributing to our under-
standing of the problem: the obtaining of exceptionally high quality
fission cross section data by Keyworth et al. [51] with a polarized
beam and polarized target. It is the analysis [52] of these data that
provides new insight to the general problem of evaluating data in the
resonance region, and which is of interest to this review.

The measurement by Keyworth et al. was a second measurement
carried out on the Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator (ORELA); it
was an extension of an earlier set of data previously analyzed and
reported by Keyworth et al.[53,51] The data consisted of time-of-
fllght spectra of fission events obtained with the polarization vector
of the neutron beam oriented both parallel and antiparallel to that of
the U target, &nd tloe-of-fllght spectra of the transmitted flux
with the same polarizations. If the beam and target polarizations had
been complete (i,100J), the data could have been readily reduced to
obtain a J=3 fission cross section and a J=1 fission cross seotion
with essentially no sacrifice of statistical accuracy. Even though
these polarizations were not exceptionally high (the product f f,, of
the beam and target polarizations was ^8J), the spectra that Sere
obtained had sufficient statistical accuracy that this could still be
done; typical data obtained are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. In these
figures, the lower curve is the J=3 fission cross section, the middle
curve is the J=1 fission cross section, and the top curve is the sum
of the two; I.e., the fission cross section one would measure with an
unpolarized bean and/or unpolarized target.

The analysis of these data in the resolved-resonance region has
three objectives, which we should note: 1) one wants to provide the
user with a set of resonance parameters that will more accurately
represent the cross sections in reactor calculations, 2) one wants to
derive better average parameters in order to be able to give a more
accurate representation in the unresolved resonance region and at
higher energies, and 3) one wants to compare the results obtained with
other analyses and evaluations, to see if the Insight gained for ( U
+ n) can be applied in a more general way.

, „ Even a casual inspection of the spin-separated fission data on
( U + n) shows that a great many of the resonances previously
observed and analyzed as single resonances (i.e., the top curves in
these figures) are actually doublets of different spin. Some may even
be 'riplets. However, these data are not good enough to give a
cospletely definitive answer to the question, "What is the resonance
spacing In ( 3SU + n)7" No data set by itself can answer this
question; the most probable value for the neutron width is zero, and,
unless there Is strong interference in another channel, such a reso-
nance will not be observed. One must resort to assumptions about the
statistical distributions of widths and spacings to arrive at an
answer.

We began by dividing the resonances into three categories: those
whose existence is 1) definite, 2) probable, and 3) possible or
unlikely. Below 62 eV, there are 126 resonances of the first
category, IS of the second, and 20 of the third. Me then attempted to
use the A, statistic of Dyson and Mehta [55], in connection with
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Dyson's F-atatisti.es[56], to decide which of the resonances of
categories 2 and 3 should be included in the set of resonances that
actually exist. These statistical tests are to be discussed in detail
by Frohner [3], but their use may be described briefly. Both the
A- and F-statistics are derived under the assumption that the
eigenvalues follow a Gaussian orthogonal ensemble. To obtain the
A-statisticsone calculates the best linear least-squares fit to the
stairstep distribution of the number of levels below a given energy
versus energy (i.e., the region below ^ 60 eV in Fig. 3) and compares
the observed root-mean-square deviation of the stairstep from the
straight line with the theoretical expectation value. The F-statistios
considers the spacing of neighboring levels in an interval about the
i level. It is thus a running statisticsand is used to point to
levels which may be spurious, or to regions in which a level may be
missing.

Dyson and Hehta studied the properties of the A-statisties and
concluded that using the A statistics (which has no constraints on
slope or intercept), one snould be able, in principle, to determine
the number of resonances in a given energy region to within ± 1
resonance, provided that the sample is reasonably pure. Unfortun-
ately, this does not appear to be the case in ( U + n), even with
spin-separated cross sections. Satisfactory agreement was obtained
with the expectation value of the A statisticswith the 126 resonances
of category 1, with the 145 of categories 1 and 2 plus 7 of category 3
for a total of 152, and for a selected set of 139 consisting of the
126 of category 1 and 13 others from categories 2 and 3. One can only
conclude that in studying a sample of resonances with this degree of
purity, the A statistics is not useful.

A comparison of the spacing distribution of the levels of
category 1 with that of a Wigner distribution for a mixed sequence
(Fig. 1) suggests that there is a significant number of missing levels
with small spacing ( %10}). A calculation of the expected peak cross
section distribution with the level at which one might expect reso-
nance peaks to be observable (> 2b) is roughly consistent with this
estimate. Finally, we devised a missing-level estimator [52] based nn
the moments of an assumed truncated Porter-Thomas distribution, which
led to a recommended average spacing of 0.438 ± 0.038 eV for the mixed
sequence. This is to be compared with the 0.38 eV ± 10* estimated by
Garrison [57] on the basis of counting observed peaks in computer-
generated cross sections.

The second question we should like to address is, "What are the
average partial widths for the resolved resonances?" The moat direct
way of arriving at the answer is to carry out a simultaneous multi-
level analysis of these data with other reevaluated total and partial
cross section measurements, similar to the approach taken by Smith

[58] or by de Saussure et al. [59] This was not done. The approach
taken was instead that of an evaluation of evaluations: from various
sets of resonance parameters, one can calculate a common set of
obscrvables, in this case the total, fission, and capture areas for
the resonance structure. These resonance areas were then
intercompared, averaged, adjusted as necessary by comparison with the
polarization measurements, and eventually an internally consistent set
of parameters was obtained. These parameters are those which describe
the unpolarized beam, unpolarized sample data on the total, fission,
and capture cross sections of (235u + n) in the resonance range, and
the polarized beam, polarized sample data on the fission cross
section. They were then used to determine the relative average
partial widths.

In carrying out an evaluation of this type in the resonance
region, one finds parameter sets consisting of H-matrix multilevel
results, Kapur-Peierls multilevel results, Breit-Wigner single-level
results, and occasionally total and partial resonance areas that may
have been determined by using a planimeter and a piece of graph paper.
To a first approximation, in comparing such data sets one can assume
that the asymmetric term is of equal size and of opposite sign above
and below the resonance energy, and that the net area can be calcu-
lated from the contribution of the symmetric terms. The appropriate
formalism is that given by de Saussure and Perez [60], who note that
the assumption is strictly valid only on the average over the entire
region spanned by the parameter set.

One recurrent problem, of which evaluators are rarely aware, is
that experimentalists are frequently overly optimistic in making
corrections and in assigning uncertainties to their measurements,,-
When one compares tho various sets of parameters obtained for ( " u +
n) resonances, it becomes obvious that the resolution functions asso-
ciated with the experimental data sets are poorly known. While the
ratio of capture to fission generally shows good agreement in com-
parisons of the results from different evaluators, the absolute values
of the capture and fission widths are found to be in rather poor
agreement because of this resolution problem. We eventually decided
to address the problem by using a model calculation of the average
radiative capture width, normalized to nonfissile actinide nuclides,
and to compute the fission and neutron widths of each resonance from
the measured capture-to-fission ratios and fission and/or total areas.

The next step in the evaluation is to establish the statistical
distribution of the partial widths, in order to use the results in a
calculation of the unresolved region. By considering data obtained by
Pattenden and Postma[61] on the angular distribution of fission frag-
ments from aligned nuclei, and in particular the correlation of these
data with spin, a3 shown.in Fig. 5. one can conclude that the fission

r"\l + n) is similar towidth distribution for the neutron width dis-
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tribution; i.e., it is a ohi-squared distribution with two to three
degrees of freedom, for both spin-spin states. The distribution of
fission widths and the existence of pronounced interference in fission
are consistent with this estimate.

4.2. The unresolved resonance region.

As shown in Fig. 6. the neutron cross sections c-f (235U + n) show
pronounced fluctuations.-which extend to 200 keV or higher. The total
cross section [62] of ( i9U • n) shows similar structure to the
absorption; both are strongly correlated with the fission cross
section. It has been suggested that the fluctuations in the fission
cross section arise because of second-well enhancement: states in the
second well are mixed with the usual compound nucleus states in the
first veil. Others maintained that the fluctuations may be primarily
an entrance channel phenomenon.

One would expect the cross sections to be qualitatively different
if fluctuations arose from: 1) fluctuations in the average neutron
width, or 2) fluctuations in the average fission width. In the first
case, fluctuations in radiative capture and fission would be corre-
lated; in the second they would be antioorrelated. One might expect a
qualitative difference in the Ooppler coefficient, for example, In a
highly self-shielded situation. Data presented by Beec.and
Kappeler [63] on the ratio of fission to capture in ( 3 1 + n) from 25
to 60 keV neutron energy strongly support the view that the average
fission and capture cross sections are anticorrelated.

Also shown In Fig. 6 are the spin-separated fission cross
sections of ( U • n). The evaluated data file in the unresolved
region consists of a set of energy dependent unresolved average
resonance parameters; from such a table, the partial cross sections
can be reconstructed by performing Hauser-Feshbach calculations with
width-fluctuation corrections. The energy-dependent average para-
meters are also of interest in that they permit statistical tests to
be Bade for possible Intermediate structure. Several such tests have
been described and applied by Baudlnet-Roblnet and Mahaux [64],
Perhaps the most popular test Is the distribution-free runs test of
Hald and Wolfowitz [65], suggested by Janes [66], If one uses this
test on the average fission widths for ' U it in easy to conclude
that the average spln-4 fission component shows strong evidenoe of
intermediate structure in fission; as shown In Flfts. 7 and 8. the
fluctuations in the other spin component are nearly as pronounced.
The general conclusions are in qualitative agreement with calculations
by James [67], who found that the observed effeot could be explained
by assuming intermediate structure in one of the two fission
components. In this latter paper, James studied two other tests
described by Baudinet-Robinet and Mahaux, the Wald-Wolfowitz correla-
tion test [68], and the Levene-Wolfowitz runs-up-and-down test [69].
James concluded that the Levene-Holfowitz test was not powerful enough
to be reliable; Baudlnet-Roblnet and Mahaux noted In their study that
the Wald-Wolfowitz correlation test is perhaps too powerful to be
generally useful, as it Is therefore very subjeot to experimental
error.

4.3. UnlQucness of multllftvni parameters.

The definitive study on the problem of uniqueness of R-matrlx
parameters of the low-energy cross sections of fissile nuclei is that
of Adler and Adler [50]. To understand what the problem is, one needs
to be familiar with the ideas Involved in developing the various
approximations. The reduced R-matrix formulation involves, at each
energy point, a summation over resonance amplitudes for however many
resonances one needs to consider and a matrix inverslon.QY.er however
many channels one needs to consider. For fission of < U • n) the
number of channels Involved is known to be small, but more than one.
The fission-width amplitudes can be thought of as a set of vectors In
a multidimensional channel space. It is the orientation of these
vectors relative to one another that describes the interference
observed in the fission cross sections; e.g., if two such
fission-width vectors are parallel or antiparallel, the interference
is strong; if the vectors are perpendicular, there is no interference.
One can, in principle, use this property to assign resonance spins:
if the resonances fall into two groups, the fission-width vectors of
one group being all mutually perpendicular to those of tin. other, one
infers that these two groups of resonances are characterized by dif-
ferent spins. In practice this method turns out not to be useful,
because the parameters are not unique.

If the number of levels to be considered is not very large, then
one can use the Wigner level matrix [70] to transform the problem of
inverting the R-matrix into one of inverting a level matrix whose rank
is equal to the number of levels. (See Appendix B.) This method was
used by Vogt [71,72] in analyzing resonance data on fissile nuclldes.
The parameterization in this case Is exactly the same, except that the
number of channels is unspecified. What one does is to give the
orientation of each fission-width vector relative to each of the
others as part of the parameterization. Vogt noted that the number of
channels required could be as high as the number of levels treated.
One can also think of the Vogt parameterization as an intermediate
step in the Kapur-Pelerls complex summation over levels; formally all
one does to obtain these parameters Is to diagonalize the level
matrix [10,11], The problem, therefore, is that there may be several
possible sets of off-diagonal elements that give the same
eigenvectors.

The problem was first pointed out by Auchampaugh [73], who was
addressing the feasibility of making spin assignments by multilevel
analysis, and who studied the analysis of computer-generated cross
sections with a reduced R-matrix search code MULTI that he had
developed [74]. Auchampaugh noted that certain of the multiple
solutions he found were simply related to the set used to generate tiie
cross sections, while others were not; the total fission width was
always preserved. Adler and Adler [50] solved the general problem,
noting that for the case studied by Auchampaugh (two-fission channels
permitted), one expects 1 + (N-1)(N-2)/2 possible solutions, where N
is the number of resonances in the study.
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Finally, it should be noted that the degeneracy is removable if
one has additional data. If there are only two fission channels which
have different K quantum numbers, then data such as those of Fattenden
and Postma [61] are sufficient to determine the reduced R-matrix para-
•eter set uniquely. If more than two channels obtain, one needs
additional data.

0. B. Adler [75] has also recently addressed the problem of
unitarity of the Kapur-Felerls formulation, in the context of the
contraints that exist in the parameterization. She showed that the
nunber of independent parameters is the same as In the R-matrix
representation, the remaining parameters being fixed by the re-
quirement that the collision matrix be unitary.

APPENDIX A. FOUNDATIONS OF R-MATRIX THEORY

Al. Introduction

The basis of the R-matrix theory of nuclear reactions has been sum-
marized by ThoMs [46] is follows: R-iratrix theory is based on Che standing-
wave Green's function method, and, in fact, the components of the R matrix
are the values cf the Orcc-n's function at the entrances to the various pairs
of channels. The definitive review or the R-matrix theory of nuclear reac-
tions is that of Lane .md Tlicuas [22]; the notation used here follows that
review, as does the basic development. The scheme of the fonr.3l theory is
as follows: I) Or.s defines cros3 sections 3 C C' for the production of a pair
of auclei of type c* when two nuclei cf type c are bombarded against each
other with energy E. 2) A collision matrix is defined from which one can
calculate tho cross sections. (In S-aatrix theory, the collision ratriK is
designated by U, with elercents Ucc>.) 3) The collision mitiix U Is related to
diagonal matrices L°, P and ft as well as to a nondiagcnal matrix R, the
relation being

5? - 3 ?1/2 V 1 cl - it0*) r 1 / 2 3

The L , P and ft matrices take account of long-range nonpolarizing inter-
actions between the separated nuclei; the R matrix is the unknown quantity
describing the nuclear interaction. All three matrices depend on parameters
ac, the boundaries outside which the wave functions from each channel c are
assumed to be known, and on boundary conditions Bc. 4i Th« energy depenaence
of any element of the R matrix is expressible as

are real and the Y>c "re energy independent. The heraiticity of P. guaran-
tees the unitarity of the collision matrix. (It is easy to show that if

0 - e"21* (1 - iK)" 1 (1 + IX)

and if K is hermitian (Kab » Ki,a*). then U is unitary, i.e., Ual) Uba* - 4ab.)

A2« Assumptions and notations.

Lane and Thomas [12] reviewed the assumptions that are at the basis of
R-matrix theory as follows:

1) Applicability of nor.relativistic quantua mechanics as implied by
the time-independent Schroedinger equation.

2) Restriction to two-body processes. A treatment of many-body
processes can be given insofar as these can be described as a
succession of two-body processes.

3) Absence of processes of creation or destruct.cn (although Mahaux
[74] showed how this restriction could be removed for photon chan-
cels).

4) The existence, for any pair c, of some finite radial distance of
separation ac, beyond which neither nucleus experiences any
polarizing potential field from the other.

Lane and Thomas begin by Introducing the following channel characterizations,
In addition to a. » a :c a

E c = Ea, the energy of re'.ative motion of the particles of the pair c;

ala2
H£ = Ma * H ^ * — , the reduced mass;

('2M IE I V s

af^i-1 , the wave number;
, h2 7

a, the relative velocity;
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the Coulomb field parameter;

where \ labels the members of a complete set of states with energy eigen-
values Ej; the Y\c are "reduced width amplitudes." (In the following
development, the' tour steps are derived in reverse order.) The elements of R

°c S aa'- = arsr(l+ s
c
+ i nc^ > t h e C o u l o m b Phase shift;
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Throughout the whole of configuration space, the wave fraction of the total
system is assumed to satisfy the time-independent Schroeiinger equation

One also needs the positive energy solutions for iicoraing and outgoing
waves, I + and 0 +. These have asymptotic forms

Hf - E* (Al)

where E is the total energy, and H » T + V is the Hamiltonian operator.

Preliminary manipulations are carried out to allow one to treat explic-
itly only that part of the Hamiltonian describing the relative motion of the
channel pairs. The wave function describing the relative motion can be
expressed as a product of a radial and an angular part:

and the u «(*_) satisfy the radial Schrodinger equation

[ d 2 _ (•((••I) _ 2M

=7 "V 1? (A2)

One immediately sees that the value of the wronskian for this pair Is 2i.
The relation between the two sets of solutions is

' c * ( G c -

CGc

where

• I t

r.=l

A3. Standing waves, incoming and outgoing waves, and the Wronskian.

If the interaction in the external region is a Coulomb interaction,
Eq. (A2) can be rewritten as

(Pn) - [i tt +a
-2 ; l J u a 0,

A4. The matching conditions at the boundary.

The next stage in the development of R-matrix theory is to match the
internal and external wave functions at the nuclear surf are. In the internal
region, one assumes the existence of a complete orthogonal set of eigen-
functions ^XJH' w n e r e J a n d M are the angular momenta and projections, such
that the wave function ¥ J M in the internal region, satisfying the equation
Hf EfjH at a particular excitation E, can be expanded as

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to f^, and where the
upper sign denotes positive energy channels (E^'Vj, g), the lower n a t i v e
energy channels- If F and G are any two linearly independent solutions,
one can show that the Wconskian FG' - GF1 is independent or 03. (From the
differential equation FG" - GF" - (FG' - GF 1) 1 - 0.) If, in particular, Fc

and Gc are the two real solutions which are regular and Irregular at the
origin, respectively, and whose asymptotic forms at large p a are

Fot'v'

G c E

then the Wronskian of this pair is

TJM AAJ (A3)

the XJJJJ satisfying the equation HXJJH » E^ X A J M.

The functions discussed so far in the external region have been only
radial functions I n K

+ and 0a!+; the angular part and internal part vere
eplit off initially. The complete channel functions, normalized to unit
flux crossing any sphere centered at the origin, are written by Lane and
Thomas as

asfem (A4a)
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where the notation can be simplified by writing

-1 * (fy (JtA
asv\ m /

CA4b)

(A5>

for the terms which multiply the radial function u ^ to give the total
channel wave function. One also wants to express the saxe functions in a
different basis (corresponding to the quantum representation of the internal
wave functions), as

"asJUM
v+ra=M

(s£vm|JM) 6
(A6)

where the (s£vt&|jM) are vector addition coefficients. Both representations
are orthogonal and normalized on the channel surface S, I.e., in either
representation,

1/2
«c* gradn ¥ dS ,

(A7b)

'where 'V is the complete wave function of the system and S"*<in is the noroal
gradient.

In the Internal region, the internal functions X , _ , evaluated on
the surface rc - a c satisfy the sane form of equation °"

1/2
AXJM dS (A3a)

and

DXc
1/2 (A8b)

The quantities Y^ are the reduced level widths; the ratio of derivative
and value has to So with the specification of the boundary conditions to be
satisfied on S. The normalization of the value and derivative quantities
on the surface are chosen for later convenience.

The value and derivative of the radial function at r • a are
chosen such that

1/2
V. = (ft'/2Mcac) uc(acl

1/2
(A7a)

4-dS

and

Lane and Thoaas provide special sycbols for the re
the logarithnic derivative in the external region. They

n"1

iPc

Sc * Pc <FcFc' + Gc Gc' J / C Fc 2 + Gc

ic - tan"
1 (Fc/Gc) ,

(A9a)

(A9b)

(A9c)

1/2
all of these being evaluated at r - a , and

1/2
*c* gradn (rjl dS - V'e " 2i •

(A9d)
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A5. A sinpllfied case: definition of the R function.

To make the formal derivation more transparent, it is usual to begin
by considering a one-channel interaction between spinless particles in which
Coulomb interactions rre assumed to vanish.

If uj and u 2 are tvo solutions of the Internal radial equation, then
one vrltee

(A13)

One has, therefore, if u_(r) is the arbitrary solution

Cd2ux/dr
2) • (2H/hZ) (Ej-V) U j * 0

(d2u2/dr
2) • (2M/h2) fe -V) u2 • 0 .

(A10)

X

where A, * f u u, dr. Use of Green's theoreo on u_ and u. gives
A J E A c A

0

(A14)

The first: of these Is then multiplied by u,, the second by u,, and the
difference is Integrated from 0 to a, giving

- ux(a) CduE/dr)a x-E) f V x dr

(All)
(A15)

The requirement that u(r)/r be finite as r + 0 allows the first term to be
evaluated at r « a. One obtains

Substituting this in Eq. (All) gives

h2 u,ta)u,(r) . diig l

X A
(A16)

,dr = 0 (A12)

At certain energies E,, where (du^/dr)r:-a <• 0, the solutions are eigen-
he energies are eigenvalues of the internal region.functions and the

One can then expand the solution at any energy in terms of these
functions, which are also assumed to be normalized, such that

The dimensionless logarithmicderivative is the R function:

(A17)

E -E
*

E.-E (A18)
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A6. The general case: the R-tuatrlx,

In the general case* one goes through exactly the same notions in
Che derivation, the surface term being replaced by the sum of surface terms
for the various channels. The general solutions at two energies E. and E2*
corresponding to Eq. (A10), are

(A101)

The first of these is multiplied by ¥- , the complex conjugate of the second
by fj, and the difference is integrated over the internal region T to give

dx dx (All')

If the Interaction term V is self-adjoint (V+ - V), then

J f(Vi'2) ?, - V, V¥.J dx = 0
•* * * * X

Applying Eq. (A12*) to two proper solutions X} and X^,, belonging
to energy values E^, E^>, the right-hand senber vanishes with such a
boundary condition. The solutions X^ and X^> are thus orthogonal, and
they are assumed to be normalized

(A131)

One then uses these solutions to expand an arbitrary function 4! as

h - (AW)

where the coefficients A, = / X,*¥ dx. One uses Green's theorem on 1
and X, to obtain A

 T
 A

Ptf-tB*, X,*)dS

and the volume integral of the kinetic energy terms is integrated by Green's
theorem to give

(A121)

where the value and derivative on the surface are defined by Eqs. (A7) and
<A8).

Ihc generalized bo.mdary condition is Dj<,/VJlc S
du/dr • 0, as iv the one-channel case).

(rather than

where D° = D - 6 V
e c c c

Substituting this in Eq. (A141) gives the result

(A151)

(A16*)
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It la the necessary relation between the value V and generalized
derivatives D?, on the surface S, find can be considered as the defining
equation for Rcc'.

!c - I "cc. 6c- • (A21)

(A171)

On the boundary, the value and derivative in channel c are given
by Eq. <A7) as

1 / 2 ~ 1/2
where the quantity in square brackets *n Eq. (A161) is the Green's
function. The only step remaining is to evaluate ¥ on the surface S,
which is done by operating on Eq. (A16() with /g$c^ dS and using
Eqs. (A7)and (A3). This gives (h /2 ) 1 / 2 P c - l / 2 COcXc * (A22a)

l ^ - r ^ • we')

A.7 The collision matrix.

Let us summarize briefly what has been done so far. The radial
configuration space was divided into two regionss an internal region and
an external region in which it was assumed that no nuclear or polarizing
interactions take place. The boundary between these two regions plays a
crucial role in R-matrix theory: the R natrix Is define-i as a relation
between the value and generalized derivative of the standing wave solutions
on this boundary. The .-.ross sections and collision matrix, however, are
defined in terms of 'inconing ar.d outgoing traveling waves. The next stop
Is to express the collision matrix IS in terns of the S-sutrix.

The most general representation of the wave function in the
external region is

* = I x-6= <A19)

where the xc and yc are amplitudes of the outgoing and incoming waves
in channel c. The collision matrix Ucc' is defined by the relationship
between these amplitudes; <is

and

Dc = (ach
2/2Mc) v c " 1 / 2 d/drc (0

(A22b)

vhete the velocity factors are introduced through the usual method of
normalizing inconing and outgoing waves to unit flux.

These must satisfy Che fundamental R-matrix Eq. (A17')

vc.-Z Rc.c(V
BcV

(A20) -1/2,,

-1/2,

It is noted that the usual treatment assumes incident waves in one channel
only; if one puts yc < 1 for th.»t channel, then

<A23)
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The procedure is to solve for the coefficients of xc and yc in this
expression, and to define the collision matrix in terms of the R matrix byexpression, and to define the co
using the definition given by Eq
acd (A23) in matrix notation, as

ision matrix in terms of the R a t i by
(A20). To do this, one rewrites Eqs. (A20)

* Sc " iPc '

x * -Uy (A201)

and
So

CA231)

-
(p - Rpl° or t equtvalently,

where
(A24)

From Eq. (A2C/,

A8. The cross sections.

The final step in the formal derivation is the definition of the
cross section in terms of the collision matrix. Here, one again finds that
the physical principles are obscured by the notational complexity• Even
when one restricts the discussion to neutron-induced reactions, notational
problems arise because the discussion so far has used J and H, the compound
nucleus spin and £-axls projection, whereas the appropriate quantities to
use In deriving the cross section formulas are the channel spins s,s', the
orbiral angular noner.ta,«.,{.',and their respective projections! v,v' and m,m'.
The collision matrix can be written in either representation, the relation-
ship is

am

where

1J - (I 10 ) 1 / 2 = exp iCu -• )
c c

It is cor.venier.r. to recall the Lane and Thomas definitions of these

quantities,

W|JM)
(A25)

where the (s£\>m|JM) are vector addition coefficients.

Following Lane and Thomas, we again consider elastic scattering of
spinless particles by a central potential. The method one uses to solve the
problem is to express the solution for relative motion in a form which
asymptotically is JC
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[exp(i)cz) •A(0)] (A26)
vhich has che asymptotic form (A26), where

The cross section cr(0) for scattering at an angle 0 is defined such that
Na(9)dQ is the number of particles scattered per unit time into the solid
angle d!2 at an angle 9 to the incident beam, where N is the particle density
in the incident beam. Thus a(6) «• |A(9)|2, -when the solution has the
asymptotic form (A26).

In order to construct a solution with the appropriate asymptotic
form, one forms the following linear combination of solutions [cf. Eq. (A21)]:

(A27)

0oe then adds And subtracts a vave function of the form

Ihe scattering cross section is given by

0(6)= |A(8)|2= -^-| £ (2**lHl-lOP,(cose)l
4k* I % X •'4k*

OP,(
% X

<A30)

and the total elastic cross section by

> /
J k* 4 (A31)

The derivation of the general expressions for the cross sections follows the
same procedure, bur the resulting expressions are very much more complicated.
In particular, the collision matrix tVs'fcVn'.osJiVO l s t h e representation
for which the cross sections are defined, but the collision matrix Uaisiot
„ f] Is that which is related to the K-matrix and to the resonance parameters,
so that the transformation of Eq. (A25) ls generally required. Inte-
grating the cross sections over all angles, adding over final channel spins
a', and averaging over initial channel spins s, the transformations of
Eq. (A25) result in the usual spin statistical factors, such that

(A28)

where we have used the usual Legendre expansion of Che plane wave in polar
coordinates, F^(p) being the regular spherical Bessel function of order £,
ty the internal wave function product of the pair of nuclides, and where
the last equality follows from the relations between standing wave solutions
and Incoming and outgoing waves (subsection 3), and the relationship

(2i*l/4ir)1/2P4(cos8).

Ihe solution (A2?> thus takes the form

a,a
k o 2 Ji.f.s.a1

gJ| exp (2iUa,i <A32)

where gj - (2

Ihe notation can be simplified somewhat by using c. » ast, c' - o*s'£'.
In this case, the elastic cross section is

cc ' (a'=a) I l'cc'J!"}
(A33)

The cross section for a particular reaction a' j* a is

v"1/2exp(iki) (A29) .- £ S sJlu-J|2 (A34)

s't1
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The non-elastic is the sum of all processes a' 5* a is the penetration factor,

(nonel) * 2^ o ,
a'*a aa <A35)

1 +

and the total cross section is the sum of the elastic and non-elastic,
which, from the unitary nature of the collision matrix, can also be written

2 ' 9 + 3p2
 + p4

(total) = —5— 5 3 2gJ(l-Re U .J)
where p = ka and "a" is the channel radius (in units of 10 cm) and is

(A36) defined as

a = [1.23(AWRI)1/3 + 0.8] x 10"1

<j>« is the phase shift,

APPENDIX B. APPROXIMATIONS FOR REACTOR PHYSICS APPLICATIONS

Bl. The single-level Breit-Wigner formula (SLBVJ)

The use of the formal theory in practical applications Is done by
approximations. The simplest is to assume that there is only one level,
such that Eq. (A181) defining the R matrix contains only one term. If the
incident particle is a neutron, the Coulomb phase shift ac vanishes. The
channel parameters Sc, Pc, and <f>c of Lq. A24 depend on the energy and
orbital angular momentum of the incident neutron. In the U.S. evaluated
nuclear data file, the following definitions are used [39]:

-1.

= p - tan
-1 38

3 - P

where p = k3 and a is the effective scattering radius. These are the first
few terms of the recursion relations provided by Lane and Thomas:

k = 2.196771
AHRI

AWRI + 1.0
x 10" (Bl)

where k is the neutron wave number, AWRI is the ratio of the mass of the
particular isotope to that of the neutron, and E is the incident neutron
energy (laboratory system) in eV.

(B2)

where

1 + p'

18 + 3p

9 + 3P2
 +

= p2 +

= I + (pn/i)

It is customary to define an energy dependent partial level width as f^ =
2(P a

1' 2Y^) 2. In the vicinity of a given resonance r (A = r) the single-

J



level formula for clastic scattering and reactions of interest can be
derived from Eqs. A18', A24, and A32-A35. The single-level approximation
consists of performing a simulation over the levels r in the cross section
expression, instead of in the R matrix. The resulting formulas are taken
from Garber et al. [39], who adopted them from Gregson et al. [42]:

a) Elastic scattering cross section

HLS-1

fc-0

where

/ (E) = (28.+1) ̂  sin 2

n,n fc2
(B3)

k

S r2
rcos2V2rnr

r=l
(E-E')2 + 1/4 f2

b) Reaction cross section

NLS-1

X) V
£-0

where

r r
nr xr

(E-E')2 + 1/4 T2

(B4)

where the subscript x refers to either radiative capture or fission. The
summation on i, extends over all £-states to be described (there will be
NLS terms in the summation), and the summation on J over all J-states for
a particular value of £- NRj is the number of resonances for a given pair
of £ and J values.

It is also customary i-o redefine the resonance energy to remove the
shift term in the denominator, as

S«C|E I) - S (E)
(B5)
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Usually, one can ignore all energy dependences of the various partial
widths except the neutron width. This is specified at a given neutron
energyf either at the resonance energy Er (for bound levels, the absolute
value JEr| is used), or at 1 eV. The special notation Fnr is used for the
s-wave neutron width of the r'th resonance at 1 eV. Neutron physicists

often refer to T n r instead of Ynr
 a s t h e reduced neutronwidth of the r'th

level. (It differs from YJr by a constant factor k evaluated at 1 eV.)
Neglecting all other energy dependences in the partial widths leads to the
definition of the total width as

r. = r_ (B6)

where the quantity x refers to a given reaction channel—fission or capture.

Occasionally in an evaluated data file, partial cross sections are
tabulated in the resonance region for reactions for which no explicit
resonance parameterization is given. In such cases, one nay wish to include
in the total width definition a "competitive width" that allc*7S for the
competition of the tabulated cross sections with those described by resonance
parameters. In this case the sum over x in Eq. B6 includes the competitive
width.

Lane and Thomas provided a way of generalizing the single-level formula,
by splitting the R matrix into a single-level term plus a smoothly varying
non-resonant background term that contains the contributions <jf all the
other levels. One splits the R matrix in£o two parts: R=R°-i-Rl. Consider
the matrix inveision implied by (1-RL")"1R. It can be shown that

(l-RLV1? - (T-S't'-R'L')"1 (S'-W1)

can be written as

(t-R'LV1?* + (l-R"oL°r1(l-R1Lir1R'(l-I>RT1

where Z' is defined as L1 - L°(T-R°L°)~ . In order to show this, one can
write

(1-ROL*-R'L'>)~1(RO+R"') as (l-R't'^CR'+h and solve for A.

Find (T-R'L')A - R'[1+L1>(1-R°L°)"1R0], which is nearly the required form.

Hote that i'd-i'h')'1!' - [R-~1(T-R°£l>)£'1~IrI - (5.'~1t°~i-t)~l.

Also d-t't'^t't' - [R°'1L1>~1(l-i:oR»)r1 ' (R'"1?""1-!)"1.

Finally, writing (l-t°R°)~ - 1+B, one solves for B - Ci-L"R°)"'1L=RS, which
completes the proof.

At this stage, it is not obvious that this development leads to any
kind of improved representation. However, as Lane and Thooas note (p. 321ff
of Ref. [22]), the collision matrix obtained from the split R matrix is of
the form

(B7)
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where and when all level-level interference in the reaction channels vanishes.
deSaussure et al. [41] show that such problems can be effectively circum-
vented by including the level-level interference term of Bethe and Placzek
[24] in the elastic scattering expression, as

NRT r-1

r-2 s-1

2rnrrns \^K> (E"Es> + 1M rrFs]
i/4 r2j + 1/4 r2]

(BIO)

In particular, if the background matrix R° is diagonal, then this formalism
leads to a single-level formula with modified parameters and a modified
phase shift:

This expression contains a double sum, the evaluation of which is very
tedious. deSaussure et al. show that one can make a partial fraction
expansion, in the same way as that done by Adler and Adler (to be discussed
below). The interference term can then be rewritten in a form that avoids
the double sum and permits evaluation of the expression by Voigt profiles:
the interference term becomes

,2 2-r
• H - ( E - " E >

(E'-E)2
(BID

Ac

'dc

r\c

where G
r r (
nr nsv

(r +r )V4

and D

and where

(B8)

+ (R.c°
p
c>

2

Equivalently, one can consider this modification as a modification of the
shift and penetration factors, in a form rather similar to that of the
recursion relations of Eq. B2.

and S '
X-Rcc Sc ) Rcc Pc

(B9)

*-f (E^r + (rr+rar/4

Occasionally, one finds MLBH used in describing interference in a
reaction channel x. (To do this, one replaces FnrFns in the numerator of
BIO or Bll by iTnrFxrrosrxg. This procedure is not as satisfactory as it
was found to be in describing elastic channel interference, the reason
being that MLBW is valid if <Fr> « D, but strong reaction channel inter-
ference implies K Fr) ̂  D.

B3. The reduced R matrix (RM. ML formulas)

a) The level matrix A

As we have noted, the basic difficulty with applying Che formal R-matrix
theory lies in the inversion of the matrix (1-RL°), whose dimensions equals
the number of channels. Wigner [70] showed how one can introduce another
matrix (the Vigner level matrix A), and convert the problem into one of
inverting a matrix of dimensions equal to the number of levels.

The collision matrix is written, according to Eq. A24, as

B2. The multilevel Breit-Wigner formula (MLBW)

Taking the summation over the various levels r in the cross
formula rather than in the R-matrix leads to problems even when

ction
« D

8(1

and one wants to invert (1-RLC).
an expansion of the form

Wigner1s inversion procedure is to assume 49
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(BIZ)

Hheve ̂  - ̂ "Vx a n a where the A^v are the elements of the level matrix. I£

the expansion (B12) is valid, the elements can be found by multiplying by

E. - E

This gives

The definition of the outer product of Jjwŝ  column ventor3 x and y,
(x X y>cc " ^c'c' > a n d tlle inner product, (x,y)c - |xcyc, leads to the
general property that

(x X y)U | » ) . (y,z)(x X") •

Thus the last term in Eq. (B13) can lie written

" Z-r (E - E)

and the entire equation rearranged to give

E rf(YX + AXv(Ex - E)
 + AXv

This ie satisfied it for all X",v the bracket is zero, or

AXv<EX " E> - Y i (IV%)AUV " SAv

(B14)

The quantity one really wants to evaluate is

\i * Yi% x

- E) (E. - E)

?(Ej - E) + <Ll (.Z, - E) 2-1
A uX A v

The collision matrix is then written

where the level matrix A is defined in terms of its inverse

Since

where

(B16)

(B17)

(B18)
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1
If thero are only a few levels of interest, then one can Invert the

matrix A"1 and calculate the elements of the collision matrix and the cross
sections. This was the approach of Vogt [71, 72] in analyzing a few
resonances in the fission cross sections of " 3 ^ 235n, and 23*pu. in
general, the number of resonances Is far too large for the direct inversion
of A to be practical. However, it may be noted that the inversion of
A~^ is particularly easy if it happens to be diagonal; then

where

- R L °)"1R
ee e er

PcYcY A c

both of which can then be expressed In terms of the level matrix A for the
eliminated channels

(B22)

(B19)

b) Channel elimination and the reduced R-matrix

The channel elimination method of Teichmann and Higner [43] was devised
to eliminate negative-energy or closed channels. Thomas [46] noted that if
the signs and sizes of the off-diagonal elements in the A"1 matrix are
random, then the above approximation for the elements of A\v could be used
to eliminate positive energy channels as well. One partitions the R-matrix
into subinatrices

t- (B20)

where the r subscript denotes retained channels, the e subscript eliminated
channels. The eliminated channels will be assumed to have outgoing waves
only; one then writes Eq. (A17T) in the form

•KA° + hA°

The reduced R-matrix is complex if the eliminated group contains
positive-energy (open) channels; the corresponding collision matrix is
symmetric but not unitary in this case. The expression for the reduced R-
matrix takes a particularly simple form if A, is diagonal; in this case

Ay

X <EX " E "
(B23)

where E^ - E^ + A^e and where r^e is the partial width for all eliminated
channels. Reich and Moore [44] arrived at the same result by partitioning
the matrix (1-RL0)"1 and carrying through the matrix multiplications
explicitly under the assumption that A\^ for the eliminated channels
(radiative capture channels, in this case) was diagonal. The advantage of
using the reduced R-matrix is, of course, that all the fundamental R-matrix
equations (A24, A32-36) are valid. All one does is to replace the R-matrix
of Eq. A181 with the reduced R-matrix of Eq. B21, and then carry out the
inversion of A24 with the much smaller reduced R-matrix having dimensions
r X r.

The explicit use of the reduced R-matrix equations has been summarized
by Garber et al. [39] as follows:

with the auxiliary equation

This leads to the definition of the "reduced" R matrix, by

(B21)

Neutron cross sections with an exit channel c are given by

'?
' 2|[l-K|~iL--o_..l , (B25)

a.. - IT *; v 8 j i « n c - "ncl
2 . (B24)
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where

2. 1/2

(B26)

where the summation in Eq. (B26) Is over the resonance levels A; K\ is the
resonance energy; T w , the corresponding radiation widths; and rXc and rXc,
are the widths for the A-th level and channels c and c', respectively.

If we define

p - 6 - [(I-K)"1] - S
Knc nc Lv 'nc nc

where A - |I-K| is the determinant of the matrix I-K and mnc is the cofactor
of the element (I-K)nc of the matrix I-K, we obtain

"nT

where a n n and b n n are the real and imaginary parts of Zx ^ y y ^
respectively. We note that this is not formally the sum of single-level
Breit-Wigner terms, although when < Tn > « T , the single-level formula is a
good approximation.

B4. The Adler-Adler multilevel formula

a) Diagonalizing the level matrix: the Kapur-Peierls expansion

The use of the Hlgner level matrix A has converted the problem of
inverting a very large matrix (1 - RL0) in channel space into that of in-
verting a very large matrix A**- in level space. If the matrix A"̂ - were
diagonal, then the problem of inverting it would be trivial. In the pre-
vious section, what was done was to reduce the R-matrix by eliminating
that part for which the A matrix could be treated as diagonal. In this
section, the approach is to diagonalize the A matrix by a similarity
transformation w^th the complex orthogonal matrix T to form a diagonal
matrix C - y + iv (the notation is that of Adler and Adler [10, 11]).

In matrix notation, the A matrix can be written, in terms of its
inverse, as

r1 = a -1 - f)

Viss

°nT " on» " *"

(

J X c

" °nAbs anFiss

(B27)

(B28)

(B29)

(B30)

<B31)

where the elements of ? are E^, those of % are the shift and width terms
of Eq. B18, the elements of £ being given by

£.., ' V (S ° + I P ) Y, y,,
AA L~* c c 'Ac A c

c

The energy matrix E ^ already diagonal (it is just E times the unit matrix),
so the similarity transformation is applied to (e - % ) . This gives

t - v + i v - * a -1)*-1 -1 a - trf*

vhere T is the transpose of T. Thus

(B33)

In these expressions * n - 1/k, where k, fe have the same definitions as in
the previous sections. The summation over c in Eq. (B30) refers to fission
channels.

t -
or, from Eq. (B7)

(B34)

The R-matrix reduces to a complex R-function if only radiative capture
and neutron elastic scattering exist; this equation is known as the ML
formula [41], and can be written explicitly as

(t - (Sx X SA)/(CX - E) (B35)

where o), = ^ ' T ^ ty^t are complex and energy dependent.

52
(B32)

Using the definitions (B7), the complex eigenvalue expansion (that of
Kapur and Feierls) becomes

J
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b) The Adler-Adler formula

W» ,.ViLtAl, (B38,

Let us consider the case of II » 0 neutron-induced reactions for which
Pn - k. If the other Pc are constants one can show that the appropriate
expression to use for the reaction cross section from Eq. (B36) is

c
"reaction" 7E

and Cfc - Pk + iv. leads to Eq. (B37).

The total and scattering cross sections can also be put in a form suitable
for Voigt profile broadening. Garter et al. [39] give the following

(B37) explicit formulation for ENDF/B:

This expression is compatible with Doppler broadening by Voigt profiles.
In order to derive Eq. (B37) from (B36) one explicitly carries out the
absolute squaring procedure, obtaining

Total Cross Section:

oT(E) - -Y (1 - cosui)

eaction" ̂ T~ PnPx I 2^ 3LI (ux - E + iMx)
(V " E " ^ v

One notes that an expression of the form

- EXCJ - E)

- E )

<CJ -

(OJ-B)(C t-CJ)

' E)

- CJ)

sinj

+ — (ATĵ  + AT2/E + ATj/E
2 + AT^/E3 + BTĵ  * E + BT2 * E

2)
E

Capture or Fission Cross Section:

COSM * Ĥ  sinjj + (p* -

E-l

(B39)

(B40)

Making the identifications * E

In these formulas, U) » 2ka, C/E » ir/k , and uR =

S3

J
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Fission cross sections of ( 3 U+n) from 0 to 12 eV. The
lower curve is the spin-3 fission cross section; the center
curve is the spin-4 fission cross section; the top curve is
the sum of the two lower curves, corresponding to the fission
cross section measured with an unpolarized beam and target.
The spin-3 fission cross section contains a significant
amount of apparent structure that was previously unobserved.

Fig. 2. Fission cross sections of (235U+n) from 48 to 60 eV, The
lower curve is the spin-3 fission cross section; the center
curve is the spin-4 fission cross section; the top curve is
the sum of the two lower curves, corresponding to the fission
cross section measured with an unpolarized beam and target.
Previously unobserved resonance structure is apparent in both
the spin-3eparated curves.

Fig. 3. The number of observed and probable resonances of each spin
having EQ < E as a function of neutron energy balow 360 eV.
The top curve represents spin-4 resonances; the bottom curve
spin-3 resonances. The fraction cf missing resonances is
independent of neutron energy below '%, 60 eV.

Fig. 4. The resonance spacing distribution for ( U+n) below 62 eV.
The histogram shows the spacings obtained from the analysis
of Ref. [52]; the curve shows the spacing distribution
calculated from a Wigner distribution of a mixetUsequence
having the relative densities appropriate for ( 3 U+n).
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Fig. 5. The variation of A., the
angular distribution

term in the

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 6.

—1000

coefficient of the P, term in
of ( 3 U+n) fragments obtained by

Pattenden and Postma [61], versus J ,. , = 3 + J,,/
(J, + Jj,). The straight line shows a linear least-squares
fit to these data. The open circles show A, data for
resonance structure, the closed circles data for the
unresolved region below 2 keV, and the plus signs data for
the between-resonance background regions reported by
Pattenden and Postma.

Partial cross sections and <oc>. the average capture-to-
fission ratio for ("sU+n) from 0.1 to 30 keV, from ENDF/B-V.
The spin-separated fission cross sections shown in the middle
two curves were obtained by renormalizing in each bin such
that the sum gives the ENDF/B-V recommended fission cross
section.

Average spin-3 fission width for (235U+n) from 0.1 to 25 keV
obtained from the unresolved resonance analysis described in
Hef. [52]. The curve has no theoretical significance; it la
simply the authors1 eyeguide.

Average spin-4 fission width for (2^u+n) from o.1 to 25 keV
obtained from the unresolved resonance analysis described in
Ref. [52]. The curve has no theoretical significance; it is
siaply the authors1 eyeguide.
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